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Introduction 
It is important to accurately estimate the magnitude and 

relative proportion of the various components of genetic 
variance in order to understand the underlying type of 
gene action that controls the trait of interest. For example, 
general combining ability variance is a measure of additive 
effects of genes and of additive X additive epistatic inter- 
actions while specific combining ability variance is a meas- 
Ure of dominance and epistatic types of gene action. Ge- 
notype X environment interaction can cause upward biases 
an these estimates (COMSTOCK and MOLL 1963) and, therefore, 
can lead to erroneous choices of breeding methods. Recent 
investigations by BARKER (1973) based on a large loblolly 
pine heritability study planted at two locations suggest that 
there could be substantial biases in genetic gain predic- 
tions due to genotype X location interactions for some 
traits like tracheid length, diameter, volume and dry 
weight. 

spect to their genetic gain stability as measured by the 
ratioi additive genetic X environment interaction variance 
to additive genetic variance. 

4. To study the relative importance of the estimated geno- 
type X environment interaction variance on different 
schemes of selection currently used in tree breeding. 
The fundamental concept involved in this study is that, 

when genotype X environment interactions are prasent, and 
the estimates from a single location test are used for a 
general genetic gain predictim, the heritability estirnate is 
inflated as follows: 

whereas it should be 

The specific objectives ob the present investigation were Materials and Methods 
as follows: 

Sets of intra- and inter-population crosses were tested 
1. To estimate the magnitudes of additive and dominante several locatiom. The half-diallel mating design was 

genetic variantes arid additive genetic X environment used for the intra-population (wit.in o,rchard) crosses while 
interaction variance for height growth in loblolly pine- N.C. design II (CoMsTocK arid 1948) was used for 

2. To deterrnine the effects of the eistimated additive ge- intw-papulation crosses. The mating matrix was of small 
netic X environment interaction variance on genetic gain dimension for buth designs being 4 X 4 for the half-diallel 
prediction. and 4 X 14 or 4 X 15 for the N.C. design I1 experiments. 

3. To compare local, intermediate and wide crosses with re- Because of seed shortage, not all the sets of crosses were 

Table 1. - Form of analysis of variance for estimating variance cmponents for the N.C. 
design 11 and partial diallel experiments, based on plot mean values. 

Source of variationl) DF Expected mean squaree) 

l) GCA = general combining ability. 
SCA = specific combining ability. 
Pooled error includes all possible interactions with replications. 

') a4gca = variance due to general combining ability. 
oesca = variance due to specific combining ability. 

= plot to plot variance. 
ozw = within plot variance. 

ogca.l = variance due to general combining ability X location interaction. 
k = harmonic mean of the number of trees per plot. 
C. = coefficients determined by least Squares method. 

* This study was carried out in partial fulfilment of the re- represented in all the test locations and this rasulted in 
quirements for the ~ h .  D. degree, North Carolina State University, great imbalance in the data. 
1975. Unfortunately part IV of this paper can only be published in 
one of the next issuses of Silvae Genetica. 

I) Lecturer, Botany Department, University of Nairobi, Kenya. Statistical Models and Data Analysis 
Associate Professor, Forest Genetics, North Carolina State Uni- variante component estimation the least 

versity, Raleigh. 
Professor of Forest Genetics, North Carolina State University, method (cf ScHAFFER arid UsAN1s 1969) used. Such 

Raleigh. ses are based On the follolwing statistical model 
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